T-loop deletion of CDC2 from breast cancer tissues eliminates binding to cyclin B1 and cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p21.
The eukaryotic cell cycle is regulated by a highly conserved family of protein kinases, the cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs). Monomeric free CDKs do not possess enzymatic activity, largely due to the steric hindrance caused by the T-loop at the entrance of the catalytic cleft, making ATP inaccessible to the substrate. Binding of a cyclin, primarily to the NH2-terminal lobe of the CDK that surrounds the PSTAIRE helix, induces a large conformational change in the PSTAIRE helix of the CDK and also causes the T-loop to move out of the way of the catalytic cleft. We identified from breast cancer tissues a novel variant of human CDC2, termed CDC2deltaT, that lacks 171 nucleotides corresponding to 57 amino acids, which compose most of the T-loop. CDC2deltaT was detected in 10 of 14 breast cancer tissues analyzed, whereas it was not detectable in diploid human fibroblast cell lines or in interleukin 2-stimulated normal human lymphocytes. CDC2deltaT protein is unable to complex with cyclin B1 and lacks histone H1 kinase activity. CDC2deltaT also fails to bind to the CDK inhibitor p21. These results indicate that the T-loop not only plays a key role in keeping a free CDK in its inactive state but also in facilitating CDK activation by promoting cyclin binding.